N.P.D. PREFIXES

FAE Fascia End Closure  FHS Header Flashing - Rib-6  FSL Slide Door Leaf Trim
FAO Fascia Cap - Optional  FHT Header Flashing - Rib-12  FSK Skylight Trim - Standard
FAV Fascia Cap Vertical - Std  FHW Header Flashing - Arch. Wall  FSS Soffit - Rib-6
FAX Fascia Cape Sloped - Universal  FHX Header Flashing - Special  FST Soffit - Rib-12
FBC Fascia Base Vertical Cover  FJC Jamb Cap - 8” Std  FSU Soffit - Universal
FBM Base Flashing - Masonry Wall  FJS Jamb Flashing - Rib-6  FTP Termination Flashing - Pro-Seam
FBS Fascia Base Sloped  FJT Jamb Flashing - Rib-12  FTS Transition Flashing - Rib-6
FBV Fascia Base Vertical  FJW Jamb Flashing - Arch. Wall  FTT Transition Flashing - Rib-12
FCE Canopy Eave  FJX Jamb Flashing - Special  FWH Window Header
FCM Counter Flashing - Masonry  FNN Finial with Name  FWR Wall to Roof Flashing
FCS Cap Flashing - Rib-6  FNO Finial without Name  FWS Window Sill Flashing
FCT Cap Flashing - Rib-12  FNP Finial for Pro-Seam  FWU Wing Unit Flashing
FCW Cap Flashing - Architectural Wall  FPC Partition Corner Trim  ICP Inside Corner FL - Special
FEA Eave Flashing - Std  FPF Partition Flashing  ICS Inside Corner FL - Rib-6
FEH Eave Flashing - High Side  FRA Rake Flashing - Std  ICT Inside Corner FL - Rib-12
Sculptured  FRC Ridge Cap Pro-Seam  ICO Inside Corner - Optional 3”
FEL Eave Flashing - Low Side  FRE Roof Extension  ICU Inside Corner - Universal 6”
Sculptured  FRF Roof Extension Soffit  OCP Outside Corner FL - Special
FEM Eave Flashing - Masonry  FRM Rake Flashing - Masonry  OCS Outside Corner FL - Rib-6
FEO Eave Flashing - Optional  FRP Rake Flashing - Pro-Seam  OCT Outside Corner FL - Rib-12
FEP Eave Flashing - Pro-Seam  FRR Roof to Roof Flashing  OCU Outside Corner FL - Universal 6”
FER Eave Flashing - Reversed  FRS Rake - Slide Flashing  OCW Outside Corner FL - Arch Wall
FEW Eave Flashing - Arch. Wall  FRX Rake - Special  VGW Valley Gutter to Wall - 14 Ga.
FEX Eave Flashing - Special  FSB Slide Door Bypass Flashing  VGR Valley Gutter to Roof - 14 Ga.
FHE Hem Flashing  FSH Slide Door Hood Flashing